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ULTRA POWERFUL BURNER
The ultra-powerful triple crown brass burner is able to reach an
output of 21.6 mj/h. It’s ideal for foods that require cooking over
a high heat or for an especially fast preparation when using a
wok.

CERAM PROTECTIVE COATING
Smeg’s Dolce Stil Novo gas-on-glass cooktops feature ceram
protective coating to ensure the long-life performance of these
premium components. The coating ensures that the cooktops are
easy to clean and won’t discolour over time. The smooth finish
also allows the burners to blend seamlessly into the cooktop
design.

CAST IRON TRIVETS

Dimensions

380mmW x 102mmH x 510mmD

Finish

Black ceramic glass with stainless steel trim

Capacity

1 burner
Centre 21.6 mj/hr

Warranty

Five years parts and labour

The solid cast-iron trivets cover the cooktop, creating a harmonious
and ergonomic surface onto which pots can be placed and moved
safely and securely. In addition to providing a highly professional
look, these ensure excellent performance, which remains unaffected
over time.

EASYCLEAN CERAMIC SURFACE
For maintenance of the highly durable ceramic surface, simply
wipe with a damp cloth after use to clean any spills.

FLAME FAILURE DEVICE
Safety fitted to all burners, the Flame Failure Device ensures that
should a flame be extinguished accidentally, the gas supply to the
specific burner is stopped. The burner can only then be reignited
by following normal ignition procedure.

Colours Available

Copper Trim
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COOKTOP FEATURES
Dimensions

380mmW x 102mmH x 510mmD

Finish

Black ceramic glass with stainless steel trim

Installation

Top mount or flush mount

Cutout

486mmW x 256mmD

Capacity

1 burner
Centre 21.6 mj/hr

Ignition

Automatic electronic

Gas Connection

Set for natural gas — regulator supplied
Adaptable for ULPG — no regulator
required

Power

220-240 V 50/60Hz
1W

Safety

Flame failure device

Warranty

Five years parts and labour

SUPPLIED ACCESSORIES
1 x Cast iron wok support
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
N/A
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